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 ＣＲＡＺＹ ＬＯＮＧ JIG 520ｇ 420ｇ 320ｇ 220ｇ 170ｇ 150ｇ 30ｇ 100ｇ 85ｇ     

 
The characterintic of CRAZY LONG JIG 

This jig was made from the concept "big fish is eating large food", and was completed through the repeated test. The 

motion by the asymmetrical long and slender body is funky and irregular action.  

However, the lightness at the time of the retrieve is very good, so that it is called by "the ultra high-speed jig" and 

another name! This jig also similar to the silhouette of the Pacific saury which attracts attention as a bait fish is a 

target popular all over the country in recent years. A target is from a huge dogtooth tuna, amberjack tuna to  

amberjack. 

 

Size 

 weight 

 

 

Price 

720 250ｍｍ 730ｇ ￥5.240- 

620 250ｍｍ 630ｇ ￥4.620-（予定） 

520 240ｍｍ 520g \4.030- 

420 240ｍｍ 420g \3.730- 

320 240ｍｍ 340g \3.090- 

220 215ｍｍ 240g \2.760- 

170 195ｍｍ 190g \2.610- 

150 185ｍｍ 150g \2.410- 

130 180ｍｍ 130ｇ ￥1.940- 

100 175ｍｍ 100ｇ ￥1,830- 

85 165ｍｍ 85ｇ ￥1,570- 
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  ＣＲＡＺＹ ＬＯＮＧＪｉｇ ６４   750ｇ￥5.660-（glow￥-6.240）  300ｇ￥3.100-  220ｇ￥2,630— 

170ｇ￥2,520-  150ｇ￥2,400- 125ｇ￥2,180-   

  ■  700ｇ 300ｇ 220ｇ 170ｇ 150ｇ 125ｇ  

You can do jigging so lightly by combination of  

big reeling and a side slide that you surprise. 

 
01BlueSardine 02BlueMackerel 03Saury 

04GlowPink 05PinkSardine 06PinkMackerel 

07Red/Gold 08GlowBlue 09Red/Gold/Black 

10MazioraBlack＆Pink  A1BasicHologram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

■The ultra high-speed head with little resistance to water. 

■The eye of the large-sized U form which you are easy to put the 

assistant hook. 

■The ellipse form big eye with the large degree of appeal. 

■Sharp rear which considered the slide 

■The flat body which produces lift. 

■6 to 4 body which is the center of gravity back a little from the center. 

We developed the completely new jig only for assist hooks, make the most of 

the strong point of a crazy long jig efficiently.  

By outstanding slider action and the outstanding center of gravity are in a 

center, it slides back and horizontally at the time of a falling. The figure is the 

long fish which runs about trying to escape completely. 

■ LONGJig64・300ｇ ↓             LONGJig64 
 

 

FISHERMAN LONGＪｉｇ64       FISHERMAN 
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01 blue  02  pink 03 pink & grreen  04 dark blue＆ gold 05 red & gold   06 pink & yellow  07 Basic 

08 Purple blue yellow   09light blue sardine 10 blue sardine 11 dark blue sardine  12 grreen sardine  

13 Purple sardine  14pink sardine  15 red yellow sardine 16 majorra sardine 17 majorra & gold sardine  

18 majorra purple copar  sardine 19 Clera red & gold  20 pure Black  21 pure Pink  22 Orange & Yellow 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

size Price Size Price Size Price 

720g ￥5.150- 310g \2.650- 150g \1.780- 

600g \4.380- 250g \2.410- 130g \1.660- 

500g \3.620- 210g \2.310- 100g \1.450- 

400g \3.140- 185g \2.070-   
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Dogtooth tuna in Andaman Islands＋ANDAMAN310ｇ 

 

Jig for big fish!  

An amberjack, Dogtooth tuna, Grouper is strike directly!!  
ANDAMAN JIG was tested in the Indian Ocean Andaman Islands. 

ANDAMAN JIG was developed as an object for aiming big fish. 

Since the front and the rear of this jig is flat and thinly, we made 

resistance of sea water the minimum. The form of thin rear is 

designed for the purpose of the side slide like LONGJig64.  

It is the jig of the new way of thinking which added the body of 64 

jigs to the form of fish.  

The tester had fished many big fish during the test. And the 

potential height of ANDAMAN JIG is proved 

 

 

 

The characteristic of ANDAMAN600・310・250 

FISHERMAN and the ANDAMAN 600-310-250 were developed as the jig 

only for big fish, such as Amberjack, Dogtooth tuna. A new and gentle 

design produces the motion which big fish like! 

Speed of the allival to the super deep zone!  Lightness of jerk! It is 

first-class even if it takes anything. 

This jig were named ANDAMAN after Andaman Sea(the development test 

sea) that extends a super big fish’ world. 

 

 

 

Crystal  WhiteJig 210ｇ  ￥2.640- 

Crystal  WhiteJig 180ｇ  ￥2.420- 

Because the FISHERMAN Crystal WhiteJig is a tetrahedral 

 Crystal system, It throws out to the reception desk moreover some weight 

balances because it is( Center of gravity is a position of 4:6 compared with length)  

and the jigging swims by drawn jigging In one pitch jigging, it moves to width 

narrowness right and left while rolling. The water resistance is extremely little,  

and both Crystal WhiteJig 210g180g moves by a light rod action. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WhiteJIg & MARADO & AG-Pokey & SANMA & ShotGUN ＆ SAKANA Colorｓ 

01 blue    02  pink  03 pink & grreen   04 dark blue＆ gold   

05 red & gold    06  pink & yellow   07 Basic    

08 Purple blue yellow   09light blue sardine 10 blue sardine 

11 dark blue sardine  12 grreen sardine 13 Purple sardine   

14pink sardine  15 red yellow sardine  

16 majorra sardine 17 majorra & gold sardine  

18 majorra purple copar  sardine 19 Clera red & gold  20 pure Black 

21 pure Pink  22 Orange & Yellow  
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 MARADO 

280ｇ・185ｇ・130ｇ・110ｇ ■  280ｇ￥2.510-・185ｇ￥1990 130ｇ￥1.680-・110ｇ￥1.460- 

 

  

  

AG-Pokey240ｇ・185ｇ・150ｇAG-Pokey 240ｇ ￥2.390- AG-Pokey 185ｇ ￥2.070- AG-Pokey 150ｇ ￥1.860 
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SANMAJig 200ｇ・150ｇ■ 200ｇ￥2.420-・150ｇ￥1.990-・- 

 
 

ShotGUN 300ｇ 220ｇ 170ｇ  ShotGUN300ｇ ￥2.730-ShotGUN220ｇ ￥2.100-ShotGUN170ｇ ￥1.890- 
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Metal Jig ＆ Hybrid Jig 

■ MetalJIG IWASI115g MetalJIG ￥4.300- MIZUO150ｇ ￥4.900- MetalJIG  OONAGO150ｇ ￥4.500- 

  Hybird Jig IWASI110g  \9.800-    Hybird Jig OONAGO130ｇ ￥11.440- 

 
 

 ＳＡＫＡＮＡＪｉｇ １00ｇ￥1,850- ・  150ｇ￥2.190-  ・ 200ｇ￥2,540－ 

 
 

 

 ＳＡＫＡＮＡＪｉｇ   

SAKANA JIG can be used as reversible  

(front eye and rear eye).  

Please connect a ShockLeader to the front at the time  

of use by reverse of SAKANA JIG. 

 

 

 

01NavySardineH 

02BlueSardineH 

03PinkSardineH 

04Red/GoldH 

05AllPinkH 

06AllBlueH  

 07GlowPink 

 

●It is suitable for capture of the quick tide or deep point or!  ●It is the secret arms of a yellowtail! 

●Please use for the capture of tuna with super-long cast at the time of an adverse wind by all means! 
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BACK SPIN JIG 50ｇ￥1,480-  80g￥1,710-  

Tuna, the fish of the blue color, and a dolphin are hit directly!!  “It is the "the Image of flying fish fly away" 

 
 

 

01Navy Sardine  

02Blue Sardine  03All Blue 

04Pink Sardine  05Al Pink  

06Red/Gold  07GlowPink 

If this jig is moved early, the blade attached to the back will turn violently. The figure seems to be the time of a flying fish 

fly away completely. Even if it moves the blade early, the jig main part is not hit the blade. 

When you move this jig slowly, the angle is born to this jig, and small fish seems to escape to the water surface. 

The blade is designed so that it may turn, even when it is overly slow on the triple hook. 

The light and sound of this blade lure fish. 

By liking of anglers, adjustment suitable for the field can be performed by changing for the big blade or the small blade.  

A blade is removed and it can use also as "SAKANA JIG"             FISHERMAN                        

   
ＬＯＮＧ JIG 64・750ｇ 

 
■ Scarlet snapper of 15ｋｇ with LONG JIG 64・750ｇ 

ＬｏｎｇJig64 750ｇ￥5.660-（蓄光ｶﾗｰ gros A10～A13￥6.240-） 
 

 

ＬＯＮＧＪｉｇ64・750ｇ 
 

Scarlet snapper 

which is the food 

of Dogtooth tuna 

or Amberjack 

pounced on the 

40cm huge jig with the depth of water  

of 130m of the sea of a rapid stream.  

Suzuki shouted 

involuntarily,  

"Who is bait!" 

The sea of Bali is 

violently dynamic 

so.  

 

Bali Island 

 fishing trip 

ＬＯＮＧＪｉｇ64・40ｃｍ750ｇ 
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 SPARKLE JIG  16ｇ￥1.130-  22ｇ￥1.130-  40g￥1,210- 

Dolphin and Seabass is hit directly! 

 

01NavyH 02PinkH 

03Green/GoldH 04BlueH 

05Orange/GoldH 06Red headH 

07Pink head/blueH 08Glow Pink 

 
■ The depth maintenance stabilized by the head lip is possible! The head lip absorbs the lift the of line at the time of 

reeling, and depth of water is kept constant. 

■ SPARKLE JIG 40g which hits directly the dolphin! It is overly effective also in Seabass of the depth water. 

■ Anglers are easy to cast 22g & 16g is hit of points exactly! Although this jig is small body, this jig dive to deep place. 

■ It is very effective when attacking the Seabass hiding in structure by the slow drift. 

 

 FISHERMAN SPARKLE JIG  

 
     

SWISHER JIG   50g￥1,360- 30ｇ￥1,330-                

 

 

 

1Navy  2Pink  3Blue Sardine 

4Pink Sardine  5Green/Gold 

6Orange/Gold  7All Pink 

8Red head  9Green/Black 

10Gold/Black 

11Red head/Blue 12Sweet fish 

FISHERMANSWISHERJIG                                 FISHERMAN 

Yellowtail and bonito direct hit! Dolphin and Seabass direct hit! 

Since the delta blade is attached to the front, this jig can be used as Popper which have stable casting distance. 

As soon as lift is born from rotation of a delta blade, the jig main part is wrapped in a bubble. This jig is seems to genuine fish. 

Also in the time of vertical jigging, a head part shines with glitter according to the screw effect, and rotation of a delta blade fall 

stability.Since the figure is the small fish swim in the surface, new games start with Dolphin and Bonito, Yellowtail! 
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ＭＫ１Jig  110ｇ・90ｇ・105ｇBD            FISHERMAN MK１ JIG 

 

MK１ JIG 

MKJig series was made by advice of the glate captain  

K of Matsuyama. 

This jig is a side slide and influence is light with the thin 

shape body. This jig. is only for the blue color fish such 

as Yellowtail, Amberjack, etc. Since MK1 jig is a thin  

body, its movement toward right and left is tricky!! 

Resistance of water was made into the minimum with  

the wing edge in front and in the rear, and it was  

compatible in the lightness of a side slide and influence. 

 
FISHERMAN 

ＭＫ２Jig  110ｇ・90ｇ・105ｇBD       FISHERMAN MK2 JIG 

 
01Pink Sardine 02Blue Sardine  03Pink/Green Sardine  04Black/Gold 

05Black/Green 06Red/Gold  07All Pink  08Green Sardine 

MK2 JIG 
This jig is a side slide and influence is light with the 

thin shape body. This jig. is only for the blue color 

fish such as Yellowtail, Amberjack, etc. 

The square multi-plane object and the thin body of 

MK2 jig double glitter of light, and MK2 jig charms the 

blue color fish.  

The knife edge of a thin body induces the movement 

toward right and left trickily!! Resistance of water 

was made into the minimum with the wing edge in 

front and in the rear, and it was compatible in the 

lightness of a side slide and influence. 

 

 

 

ＭＫ1・110ｇ￥1,480- 

ＭＫ・105BD￥1,480-  

ＭＫ1・90ｇ￥1,360- 

ＭＫ2・110ｇ￥1,480-  

ＭＫ2・90ｇ￥1,360- 
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UZU Ｊｉｇ (Tin jig)  CrazyLongJig1320・SUZUJig（230ｇ）  

ANDAMAN250SUZUJig（170ｇ）ANDAMAN210SUZU（145ｇ） ANDAMAN185SUZU（130ｇ）  

 

   

 weight no polish Inside polish Specular surface 

finish 

CrazyLongJig320・SUZU 230ｇ ￥2.860- ￥3.440- \5.720- 

ANDAMAN250・SUZU 170ｇ ￥2.570- ￥3.150- \5.340- 

ANDAMAN210・SUZU 145ｇ ￥2.290- \2.770- \4.770- 

ANDAMAN185・SUZU 130ｇ ￥1.910- \2.390- \4.300- 
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■ Since it may change the standard. And the specification without a preliminary announcement , please understand. 

■ Goods colors may differ somewhat on the character of printing ink.  

■ The consumption tax is not included in the prices of goods.  

■ Forbid an unapproved copy. 
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